Modelling stream fish species distribution in a river network: the relative effects of temperature versus physical factors


Abstract – The relative influence of temperature versus local physical factors on the spatial distribution of riverine fish species was investigated in a large watershed of south-western France. Using generalised additive models and hierarchical partitioning, we modelled the ecological responses of 28 fish species to a set of five environmental predictors, and we quantified the independent effect of each predictor. The spatial distribution of fish species was primarily determined by both mean temperature and position along the upstream–downstream gradient. However, responses to these environmental factors varied according to the species considered. Fish species with strong thermal requirements (e.g., common carp, black bullhead, Atlantic salmon) were mainly sensitive to temperature whereas longitudinal gradient was of primary importance for downstream species (e.g., common bream, largemouth bass, pike perch). Both the statistical methods used gave concordant results and appeared complementary. This dual-approach, quantifying the relative contribution of each environmental factor, appears particularly useful to understand the spatial distribution of stream fish species. Separating the effects of temperature versus habitat factors is crucial to accurately predict species distribution modifications in the current context of global change.

Introduction

Species distribution modelling has always been a central issue in ecology (reviewed in Guisan & Thuiller 2005). In recent years, an increasing number of studies in ecology, biogeography, or conservation biology have tried to build predictive models of species distribution aiming at a better protection and management of natural resources and ecosystems. Generally, most of them use static modelling techniques which relate the currently observed distribution of species to a pool of available environmental variables (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000; Thuiller 2003).

In stream fish ecology, many studies have been conducted to relate fish assemblage structure to their environment (reviewed in Matthews 1998). Fish assemblage structure has been frequently examined either at the scale of one single stream and its tributaries (e.g., Meador & Matthews 1992; Humpl & Pivnicka 2006; Taylor et al. 2006) or at the scale of several large hydrographical units (e.g., Rathert et al. 1999; Oberdorff et al. 2001; Pont et al. 2005; Lamouroux & Cattanéo 2006; Hoeinghaus et al. 2007). Most of these papers conclude that fish species distribution is influenced by a wide range of environmental factors.

Climate is known to be a major determining factor operating at large-scale for many taxa (e.g., Pearson & Dawson 2003). For stream fish, temperature appears to be one of the main determinant factors of spatial distribution (e.g., Shuter & Post 1990; Heino 2002; Brazner et al. 2005). Indeed freshwater fish are
particularly sensitive to temperature because they are ectothermic animals (Magnuson et al. 1979) in which both survival and growth are dependent on temperature. Temperature has an effect on their metabolism (Gillooly et al. 2001), breeding (Mills & Mann 1985), development and growth (Mann 1991; Wolter 2007) and behaviour (Taniguchi et al. 1998). Each fish species typically selects thermal habitats in which its growth rate is near maximum (Jobling 1981) and which maximises the metabolic power available for growth, activity and reproduction (Kelsch 1996).

However, other local environmental factors have been shown to determine fish assemblage structure as well. For instance, hydraulic conditions may also influence fish assemblages (Marchetti & Moyle 2001; Lamouroux & Cattanéo 2006), as do physical conditions such as substratum type (Humpel & Pivnicka 2006) or riparian vegetation (Maridet et al. 1998; Growns et al. 2003) and the chemical environment (Matthews et al. 1992; Taylor et al. 1993; Lappaleinen & Soininen 2006). The distributional range of freshwater fish species seems therefore to be greatly affected by a combination of environmental factors acting at different scales (Matthews 1998; Jackson et al. 2001; Ferreira et al. 2007).

Stream fish species distribution is also influenced by the atypical structure of the watershed they live in. Indeed, one of the key features of river systems is the network structure of the drainage basin. A whole watershed offers a large variability of environmental conditions ranging from small headwater streams in mountain areas to large lowland channels downstream (Vannote et al. 1980). Each of the previously detailed environmental factors (e.g., temperature, current velocity, discharge, etc.) is thus organised according to a longitudinal upstream–downstream gradient. Fish can disperse throughout this gradient but prefer the environments that are the most adapted to their biology and needs. In European freshwater ecosystems, there has been described a fish species zonation along this longitudinal gradient (Huet 1959) characterised by successive replacements of species from upstream to downstream. Although previous studies emphasised the influence of tributaries’ spatial position within the watershed on fish assemblage richness and structure (Osborne & Wiley 1992; Grenouillet et al. 2004), the upstream–downstream gradient remains the most well-known pattern in stream fish assemblages (reviewed in Matthews 1998). Thus, we propose that changes in fish assemblages are due to a gradient in environmental conditions if no other disturbance occurs (e.g., anthropic pollution).

Recently, several studies have focused on developing predictive models of fish assemblage structure according to a large diversity of environmental predictors (e.g., Oberdorff et al. 2001; Kennard et al. 2006) with the purpose that they could be used in streams bioassessment.

However, to our knowledge, despite this vast literature, studies aiming at separating the effects of climate from local habitat factors on stream fish species distributions are scarce. In this context, the aim of the present study was to determine the relative influence of both temperature and physical variables on the fish species distribution using a data set of French riverine fish species occurring in contrasting streams of the Adour–Garonne basin. Temperature was analyzed as a climate surrogate even if numerous other climatic factors may have a great influence. The detailed objectives were: (i) to model the response of fish species to several environmental factors, (ii) to determine the independent effect of each environmental predictor and to separate temperature from physical effects and (iii) to discuss the relative influence of temperature and local habitat on spatial distribution of stream fish assemblage.

Study area

The study area was the Adour–Garonne drainage basin in south-western France. This hydrographic network comprises 120,000 km of flowing waters draining a total area of 116,000 km². Six hydrographic sub-basins (Adour, Charente, Dordogne, Garonne, Lot, Tarn-Aveyron) form this large watershed which covers 1/5 of France. This area is characterised by much contrasted regions in terms of climate, geology and relief ranging from small headwater streams in the Pyrenean mountains to large rivers at the mouth of the main channels.

Material and methods

Fish data

We extracted data from the Office National de l’Eau et des Milieux Aquatiques (ONEMA) database covering a period of 12 years from 1994 to 2005. The ONEMA is the national fisheries organisation in charge of the protection and conservation of freshwater ecosystems in France. To regularly monitor fish assemblages in French rivers, the ONEMA samples a network of sites every year to collect fisheries data. In the Adour–Garonne watershed 141 sites were sampled annually between 1994 and 2005 (Fig. 1) leading to a set of 1557 capture sessions. Each site was consequently sampled several times but each site × year combination has been considered as one independent observation in the following analyses. We are aware that this sampling scheme may have potentially led to pseudoreplication, carrying statistical consequences which will be discussed. The selected sites were typical of the
different kinds of rivers that can be found in the whole basin and covered a large diversity of environmental influences. Sites stream order ranged from 1 to 7 (median = 4). Sampling sites corresponded to whole stream reaches including several pool-riffle sequences. The prospected areas ranged from 80 to 4882 m² (mean = 856.2 ± 486.9 m²). Fish sampling was conducted with standardised electrofishing methods during low-flow periods (May–October). Most sites were sampled by two-pass removal electrofishing. Two different sampling methods were used depending on river depth and width: smaller rivers were sampled by wading and larger ones by boat. Fishing material was a towed Héron 180–1000 V (1–4 A) direct current apparatus (Dream électronique, Pessac, France). Caught fish were identified to the species level, the number of individuals per species counted, and then the fish were released back into the river. Only presence–absence data are used here.

Physical variables

Six environmental descriptors were available for each site (Table 1): distance from the headwater source DS (km), surface area of the drainage basin above the sampling site SDB (km²), elevation ELE (m), slope SLO (°), mean stream width WID (m) and depth DEP (m) of the sampled rivers at sites. The last two variables, which were measured during the data collection, were used to describe the river size and could fluctuate from year to year whereas the first four variables, derived from 1:25,000-scale topographic maps, remained unchanged between 1994 and 2005.

Both DS and SDB describe the position of sites in the upstream–downstream gradient. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to eliminate the colinearity between these two variables. The first axis of the PCA was kept as a synthetic variable describing the longitudinal gradient $G$:

$$ G = -4.12 + 0.58 \log DS + 0.36 \log SDB $$

Thus, high $G$ values corresponded to the most downstream sites.

WID, DEP and SLO influence water velocity and current characteristics. Following Oberdorff et al. (2001), a rough approximation of local velocity derived from the Chezy formula was calculated:

$$ V = \log WID + \log DEP + \log SLO - \log(WID + 2DEP) $$

$V$ was high for the most upstream rivers (steep slope, small width and depth).

ELE was not included in $G$ or in $V$ because it did not describe the longitudinal gradient or local hydraulic conditions: indeed, some small streams may be found at low elevations especially in the piedmont zone. ELE was log-transformed to check the hypothesis of normal distribution.

Climate variables

Streams are reasonably well-mixed water bodies that easily exchange heat with the atmosphere. It has already been found that air and river water temperatures are strongly positively correlated (Mohseni & Stefan 1999; Caissie 2006), especially for large-scale studies. Therefore air temperatures were used as a substitute for water temperatures.

The French Meteorological Service (Meteo France) provided us with daily minimum and maximum air temperatures between the 1st January 1994 and the 31st December 2005 for about 200 sites uniformly distributed within the Adour–Garonne watershed. From these data we first calculated mean annual minimum (maximum) temperature as the mean value of minimum (maximum) daily values for each year for each of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDB</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>ELE</th>
<th>SLO</th>
<th>WID</th>
<th>DEP</th>
<th>$T_m$</th>
<th>$T_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2114</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>304.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>220.4</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>49796</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SDB, surface of drainage basin above the site (km²); DS, distance from the source (km); ELE, elevation (m); SLO, slope (°); WID, stream width (m); DEP, stream depth (m); $T_m$, mean air temperature (°C); $T_a$, air temperature range (°C).

Fig. 1. Geographical distribution of fish sampling sites in the Adour–Garonne basin, France.

Table 1. Characteristics of local habitat and climatic variables of the Adour–Garonne basin.
200 meteorological sites. Then the mean annual minimum and maximum temperatures were interpolated by co-kriging for each year including elevation as a determinant factor. The R software (Ihaka & Gentleman 1996) and ‘gstat’ package (Pebesma 2004) were used to interpolate air temperatures. From this interpolation step the minimum and maximum temperatures (T\text{min} and T\text{max}) were predicted for the 141 fish-sampled sites for each year between 1994 and 2005. Two variables obtained from the minimum and maximum temperatures were used in this study, the mean annual air temperature (T\text{m}) and the mean annual temperature range (T\text{a}) at each of the 141 fish-sampling sites for each of the 12 years of study (Table 1):

\[ T_m = \frac{T_{\text{min}} + T_{\text{max}}}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ T_a = T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

T\text{m} and T\text{a} were both retained because they may be of great importance in freshwater fish biological requirements (Crisp 1996; Mann 1996). A different mean temperature and range was used for each site \times year combination although no significant trend between 1994 and 2005 was detected (\( P = 0.48, R^2 = 0.05 \)).

Overall, three physical and two thermal variables were used to model the responses of freshwater fish species in the Adour–Garonne watershed. These five environmental descriptors were not completely independent but they were not highly correlated (Pearson’s coefficient values ranged from –0.72 to 0.65).

### Statistical analyses

#### Species response modelling: generalised additive models

Generalised additive models are semi-parametric extensions of generalised linear models (GLM) (Hastie & Tibshirani 1990). They are designed to use the strengths of the GLMs without requiring the problematic step of postulating the shape of a response curve or a specific parametric function. GAMs are consequently more flexible and allow the combination of both linear and complex additive responses (e.g., non symmetrical responses) within the same model. GAMs were performed using the ‘gam’ library in the R software.

A key step in building GAMs is choosing the appropriate level of the ‘smoothness’ for a predictor (Guisan et al. 2002). In our study, we wanted to get simple responses interpretable in terms of fish biology, and showing only one single optimum. The smoothing parameter for each predictor was thus set to a value of two in equivalent degrees of freedom.

One purpose of this study was to select the most parsimonious model for each species, and thereby the model that best fits the data by using the smallest number of variables. The GAMs were built using a stepwise selection procedure to select both relevant explanatory variables and the level of complexity of the response shapes to each variable. First an initial model including all the environmental predictors in linear form was fitted (linear response). Then a series of models was fitted, each corresponding to a formula obtained by moving each of the variables one step up or down: each variable could be either dropped out of the model (no response to the variable), converted to quadratic form (bell-shaped response) using a second-order polynomial, or smoothed with two degrees of freedom (asymmetrical response) using a spline function. Once all the possible models had been fitted, the ‘best’ model in terms of the AIC statistic (Akaike Information Criterion) was selected (Akaike 1974; Burnham & Anderson 2002).

The response variable of fish species to environmental variability is a binary value (presence or absence of the species). Thus a binomial distribution of error was assumed and the probability of species occurrence was related to the set of environmental variables via a logistic link function.

\[
\text{Species occurrence probability} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\left(\alpha + f_1(G) + f_2(V) + f_3(Tm) + f_4(Ta) + f_5(ELE) + \varepsilon\right)}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( f_i \) could be either absence of a predictor, the predictor in linear form, the predictor in quadratic form, or the smoothed predictor.

For statistical reasons (Gauch 1982) only species which had a mean occurrence (also called prevalence) >5% in our whole data set were studied.

### Model evaluation

The original data set (1557 catches) was randomly separated into a model training set (987 catches = 63.4%) and a model validation set (570 catches = 36.6%) (split-sample approach). The training data set consisted of 7 years of samples for each site selected by randomisation. The other years were used for the validation. This partition was chosen to keep the same proportion of the 141 sites in the two data sets and to avoid a regional trend that could occur in one of the sets. The number of samples per site being equal in the training data set, model parameter estimates were considered unbiased.

The final series of models of fish species occurrence were fitted with the training set and then validated by applying them to the model validation set. Because the response variable of stream fish species represented a binary variable, a threshold value was set (Pearce &
Ferrier 2000) to compare the probability of occurrence of each fish species predicted for the validation set to the observed value (0 or 1). Below the threshold value, fish species was considered as absent and above as present. To calculate this value, we maximised the sum of two model performance measures (Manel et al. 2001; Luck 2002; Liu et al. 2005): sensitivity, which measures the ability of the model to predict the actual presence, and specificity, which measures the ability to predict the actual absence (Fielding & Bell 1997).

For this threshold value the Kappa index was calculated. Kappa index measures the rate of correct classification after removing the probability of chance agreement. Values of the Kappa statistic can be classified as: 0–0.4 = poor; 0.4–0.6 = moderate; 0.6–0.8 = good; 0.8–1 = excellent (Landis & Koch 1977).

A second method of evaluating models performance was the area under the curve (AUC) of a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot (Hanley & McNeil 1982; Zweig & Campbell 1993; Pearce & Ferrier 2000). Unlike the Kappa index, this technique is a threshold-independent measure that relates relative proportions of correctly and incorrectly classified cells over a wide and continuous range of threshold levels. The AUC ranges between 0.5 for models that discriminate no better than random sorting would, and 1 for models that discriminate perfectly (Swets 1988).

**Relative importance of the environmental variables: hierarchical partitioning**

The multivariate regression methods described above produce the best model to predict values of the dependent variable (the probability of species occurrence). Nevertheless, these techniques do not highlight the most likely causal variables and the relative influence of each predictor on the dependent variable. The method of hierarchical partitioning developed by Chevan & Sutherland (1991) fills this gap. It has only recently been used in ecology (e.g., Heikkinen et al. 2005; Pont et al. 2005; Luoto et al. 2006). Hierarchical partitioning is recommended when the predictors are significantly intercorrelated because in this case the response of the dependent variable to a given descriptor may be an indirect effect of high correlation between that descriptor and other variables.

Hierarchical partitioning was performed using the ‘hier.part’ package which was run on the R statistical software. Logistic regression and log-likelihood as a measure of goodness-of-fit were used for the hierarchical partitioning of the probability of species occurrence.

Hierarchical partitioning involves computing the increase in fit for all models with a particular predictor compared with the equivalent model without that predictor, and averaging the improvement in fit (here, the reduction of deviance) across all possible models with that predictor. The outcome is, for each explanatory predictor \( i \), an estimate of the independent effect \( I_i \) and joint influence with all other variables \( J_i \). The relative independent contribution of each predictor \( i \) (%\( \Delta I_i \)) can thus be evaluated. According to Pont et al. (2005), it was considered that a predictor had high explanatory power when %\( \Delta I_i \) was higher than 100/N (where N is the number of predictors, thus %\( \Delta I_i \) is higher than 20% in this study).

Statistical significances of the relative independent contributions were tested by a randomisation routine, yielding Z-scores for the generated distribution of randomised independent contributions and a measure of statistical significance based on an upper 0.95 confidence limit (Mac Nally 2002). According to Mac Nally (2002), if the calculated independent contribution of a predictor is not significant, this predictor can be eliminated because it does not explain the dependent variable.

The ratio \( |I/J| \) was also analyzed (Chevan & Sutherland 1991; Mac Nally 2000): if ratio \( |I/J| < 1 \), it indicates that the predictor variables are highly correlated.

Hierarchical partitioning had nonetheless a main drawback: only linear relationships could be assessed and the values of independent contribution were thus not meaningful for all the species responses.

**Results**

Overall 54 fish species were found in the Adour–Garonne basin between 1994 and 2005. Local species richness ranged from 1 to 22 species (mean = 8.2 ± 4.5). Eight species composed almost 90% of the captured individuals: Eurasian minnow (21.2%), gudgeon (20.5%), brown trout (15.1%), bleak (8%), stone loach (7.4%), roach (6.9%), chub (5.9%) and barbel (4%) (see Table 2 for scientific names). For some very rare species, <5 individuals were caught during the 12-year study period: twaite shad Alosa fallax, thinlip mullet Liza ramada, river lamprey Lampetra fluviatilis, sea trout Salmo trutta trutta, European plaice Pleuronectes platessa and goldfish Carassius auratus.

Twenty-eight fish species occurring in more than 5% of the whole data set were retained for the study (Table 2). Gudgeon, Eurasian minnow, brown trout, chub, stone loach and roach were present in more than 50% of the catches. The 28 selected species belonged to 10 families: Anguillidae (1), Balitoridae (1), Centrarchidae (2), Cottidae (1), Cyprinidae (14), Esocidae (1), Ictaluridae (1), Percidae (3), Petromyzontidae (1) and Salmonidae (3).
Species responses to the environmental predictors

All the specific models retained at least three out of five variables after the selection procedure (Table 3): six species selected only three variables, 13 species selected four variables and the other nine retained all five variables. Species that selected only three variables retained the three physical variables (G, V and ELE) in most cases and did not respond to the thermal variables (Tm and Ta). Overall, in the 28 species models, at least two out of the three physical variables were retained. G was selected in all models except for common carp and Atlantic salmon, V was only absent from the white bream model and ELE from the rainbow trout model. Thermal range (Ta) was dropped from the models of 15 out of 28 species, and mean temperature (Tm) was not included in the models of largemouth-bass, common bream, stone loach, rudd, pike perch and tench.

Variables in the form of smoothed predictors were the most common (about 47%), then as quadratic predictors (39.1%). Linear predictors were only selected in 13.9% of the cases.

The amount of deviance explained by the 28 specific models ranged from 8.7% (rainbow trout) to 56.6% (eel) with a mean of 31.3% (±13.2%) (Table 3).

AUC values derived from the validation process (Table 3) ranged from 0.755 (tench) to 0.933 (eel) (mean = 0.846 ± 0.065). Thus AUC was considered as fair (from 0.7 to 0.8) for eight species, good (from 0.8 to 0.9) for 11 species and excellent (from 0.9 to 1) for nine species.

Kappa index values gave similar results (Table 3) with values ranging from 0.194 (rainbow trout) to 0.748 (brown trout) (mean = 0.429 ± 0.188). Fifteen specific models had poor Kappa indexes, seven species moderate ones, and only six species models obtained good Kappa indexes.

All three performance measures were significantly and positively cross-correlated (P < 0.0001). The prevalence was correlated with the Kappa index (Pearson’s coefficient = 0.74, P < 0.0001) and the amount of explained deviance to a smaller extent (Pearson’s coefficient = 0.50, P = 0.0065) as well.

Four types of response to the temperature and physical factors were observed (Fig. 2): (i) only one species (brown trout) showed a decreasing probability of occurrence all along the upstream–downstream gradient (negative sigmoidal response); (ii) some species (e.g., bullhead, stone loach, brook lamprey, French nase, Eurasian minnow and dace) preferred an intermediate longitudinal gradient and showed a bell-shaped response; (iii) other species (e.g., bleak, eel, barbel, bream, northern pike, chub, roach, gudgeon, perch, pumpkinseed or tench) revealed to be more often present at high longitudinal gradient scores in the downstream parts of the Adour–Garonne basin (positive sigmoidal response); (iv) it was difficult to model the responses of crucian carp, common carp, ruffe, black bullhead, Atlantic salmon and rainbow

### Table 2. Mean occurrence of the 28 fish species studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Common name</th>
<th>Species Family</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abb</td>
<td>Bream</td>
<td>Abramis brama</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahi</td>
<td>Bleak</td>
<td>Alburnus alburnus</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amm</td>
<td>Black bullhead</td>
<td>Ameiurus melas</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana</td>
<td>European eel</td>
<td>Anguilla anguilla</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bab</td>
<td>Stone loach</td>
<td>Barbatula barbatula</td>
<td>0.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>Barbel</td>
<td>Barbus barbus</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bib</td>
<td>White bream</td>
<td>Blicca bjoerkna</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cac</td>
<td>Crucian carp</td>
<td>Carassius carassius</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cht</td>
<td>French nase</td>
<td>Chondrostoma toxostoma</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cog</td>
<td>Bullhead</td>
<td>Cottus gobio</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cy</td>
<td>Common carp</td>
<td>Cyprinus carpio</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esl</td>
<td>Northern pike</td>
<td>Esox lucius</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gog</td>
<td>Gudgeon</td>
<td>Gobio gobio</td>
<td>0.712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyc</td>
<td>Ruffe</td>
<td>Gymnocephalus cernua</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lap</td>
<td>Brook lamprey</td>
<td>Lampropterus planeri</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lec</td>
<td>European chub</td>
<td>Leuciscus cephalus</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>Pumpkinsseed</td>
<td>Lepomis gibbosus</td>
<td>0.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei</td>
<td>Common dace</td>
<td>Leuciscus leuciscus</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mis</td>
<td>Largemouth bass</td>
<td>Micropterus salmoides</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onm</td>
<td>Rainbow trout</td>
<td>Onchorhyncus mykiss</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet</td>
<td>Perch</td>
<td>Perca fluviatilis</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phg</td>
<td>Eurasian minnow</td>
<td>Phoxinus phoxinus</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rur</td>
<td>Roach</td>
<td>Rutulus rutulus</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sas</td>
<td>Atlantic salmon</td>
<td>Salmo salar</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>Brown trout</td>
<td>Salmo trutta fario</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sce</td>
<td>Rudd</td>
<td>Scardinius erythrophthalms</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sti</td>
<td>Pike perch</td>
<td>Stizostedion lucioperca</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tit</td>
<td>Tench</td>
<td>Tinca tinca</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
trout because their probability of occurrence was highly variable wherever along the gradient. Furthermore, it was noticed that the prevalences of these species were among the lowest and the Kappa values of these specific models were very low as well.

Relative effects of temperature versus physical variables on fish species distribution

In hierarchical partitioning, the independent contributions of all five variables included in the specific models were statistically significant for all species, except the longitudinal gradient $G$ in the Atlantic salmon model. The other small independent contributions were surprisingly all significant.

Only 10 species out of the 28 studied species had larger independent contributions than joint effects (ratio $I/J > 1$), and this was especially true for stone loach, brook lamprey, rainbow trout and French nase.

On average, the longitudinal gradient $G$ had the highest independent contribution (29.90%) followed by mean temperature $T_m$ (24.76%) and elevation ELE (20.36%) (Table 3). The thermal range $T_a$ had the lowest independent contribution (6.24%) and rarely exceeded 20% (only for brook lamprey).

$G$ was the main contributing predictor for 14 species and ranged from 2.05% (Sas) to 61.67% (Gyc). $G$ was also considered as a highly explanatory predictor (%$G > 20\%$) for four extra species. Largemouth bass, white bream, ruffe and pike perch were very sensitive (%$I > 20\%$) for four extra species. Largemouth bass, white bream, ruffe and pike perch were very sensitive (%$I > 20\%$) for four extra species. However, for these four species all the other variables had little importance.

$T_m$ was the main contributing variable for only six species and ranged from 7.32% (Gyc) to 61.14% (Bab). However, $T_m$ was a highly explanatory variable for nine extra species.

Elevation had the third mean highest independent contribution and ranged from 6.19% (Onm) to 53.38% (Ana). It was the most important variable for five species but five extra species also showed a strong independent effect of elevation. Eel was the only species that responded strongly only to elevation (%$I_{ELE} = 53.4\%$) and for which the independent contributions of the four other variables were very low.
The velocity measurement \( V \) was the main effect for only three species but was >20% for nine other species. Bullhead was sensitive to only this predictor (%\( \Delta V = 53.2\% \)).

Ultimately, it was observed that most of the 28 species distributions studied were determined by one or two single environmental predictors.

**Discussion**

This study was a triple-purpose analysis of a large data set reflecting the spatial distribution of stream fish species in the Adour–Garonne watershed in southwestern France. The first aim was to describe the ecological responses of the 28 most common fish species to several environmental variables using species-specific modelling techniques. Secondly, we attempted to determine the relative effects of both temperature and physical variables for the 28 fish species by hierarchical partitioning. The third goal was to compare the results obtained from both methods used and to discuss the techniques employed.

**Fish species responses to the environmental variables**

The responses of the 28 most common fish species in the Adour–Garonne to the selected environmental factors were analyzed by using both classical regression methods and hierarchical partitioning. The GAM models allowed us to describe the fish species responses to temperature and physical factors, whereas hierarchical partitioning was used to determine the
importance of each factor retained in the GAMs. These methods gave concordant results.

First, although the environmental factors chosen to study fish species distribution were simple, they were ecologically relevant. All the specific models effectively selected at least three variables out of five, and even if the amount of deviance explained by the models was about 30% on average, it reached almost 50% for six species. AUC values showed that model predictive quality was satisfactory as well. Furthermore, except for the longitudinal gradient in the Atlantic salmon model, all independent contributions calculated with the hierarchical partitioning method were significant. Nevertheless, we found that thermal range was not at all relevant in explaining fish species distribution. This variable was excluded from more than half of the species-models and its independent contribution was very low for almost all species. Thermal range was not found to be an important predictor in Pont et al. (2005) either. While mean water or air temperature has been extensively used as an indicator of fish ecological requirements (e.g., Wang et al. 2003; Lappaleinen & Soininen 2006; Wolter 2007), very few authors have regarded the influence of the thermal amplitude on fish biology (e.g., Rathert et al. 1999), maybe because its interpretation is less obvious. Indeed, each fish species is characterised by a tolerance range of temperatures varying from a few degrees to more than 10\(^\circ\) (Crisp 1996; Mann 1996). Although each species has a thermal preferendum, they are flexible and can adapt to a certain extent by physiological adjustments (Johnson & Kelsch 1998) or behavioural thermoregulation (e.g., Heggenes et al. 1993). Temperate species are used to seasonal variation in temperatures (Johnson & Kelsch 1998) and this may be one explanation of why most species did not respond to the thermal range in this study. Another reason why the thermal range may not appear important here could be its relatively restricted variability (6.2–13.1 \(^{\circ}\)C but 50% of the sites between 10 and 11.1 \(^{\circ}\)C).

The four other environmental variables studied appeared to have a strong influence on fish species distribution. Thus, both local habitat and mean temperature play an important role when looking at the relationship between species probability of occurrence and environmental conditions. Fish species distribution is influenced by a combination of both thermal and physical factors, but many other factors which have not been considered in this study are also of major importance for freshwater fish (Matthews 1998). This is probably the reason why the explanatory performances of our species-models were not excellent. Indeed, climate has been reduced to thermal variables whereas it is well-known that it is rather a complex interplay between thermal and hydrological regimes. Factors such as precipitation or discharge could have been integrated in our models to better separate the effects of the whole climate component from the physical factors. In addition, other stream characteristics (e.g., chemical variables) have not been addressed in this study, although these factors are expected to act upon the fish species responses (e.g., Cooney & Allen 2006). Moreover, to prevent the influence of site disturbance, only reference sites (i.e., least-affected by human activity) could have been included in our data set (Kennard et al. 2006). Taking into account such relevant factors could thus improve the quality of our species distribution models.

Overall, the position along the upstream–downstream gradient obtained the highest mean independent contributions and was selected in almost all the specific models. The mean temperature was the second most explanatory variable followed by elevation. These results are in agreement with both the zonation concept of Huet (1959) and thermal niche preferences (Magnuson et al. 1979) that are known to be the two factors that best explain fish species distribution (reviewed in Matthews 1998).

Secondly, our results confirm those of some rare previous studies (e.g., Olden 2003; Pont et al. 2005) showing the need to use a species-specific modelling approach. Indeed, a different model was obtained for each species. Even if the selected variables were the same between two species-models, responses were not the same as model coefficients were different. The hierarchical partitioning approach led to quite the same conclusion because the independent and joint effects were different for each species, showing that the fish species distributions were not determined by the same environmental factors. To date, in spite of these rare studies, many other papers have studied fish community structure only at the species richness level (Angermeier & Winston 1998; Rathert et al. 1999; Kennard et al. 2006; Taylor et al. 2006) or with synthetic descriptors (e.g., guilds: Lamouroux & Cattanéo 2006). Multivariate statistical approaches were also used to group together species having common responses to one or more environmental factors (Taylor et al. 1993; Brazner et al. 2005; Humpl & Pivnicka 2006) but the individual response of each species has rarely been discussed. Although this species-specific approach gave interesting results, it could be criticised as it did not allow us to include some important biotic interactions which could greatly influence fish species distribution. Nonetheless, previous studies suggested that species interactions are negligible in structuring communities compared with the strong influence of regional processes (Oberdorff et al. 1998).

Therefore, although many other biotic or abiotic factors could have been included in the models, our
results are interesting with regard to fish species biology. Indeed, at the species level the longitudinal gradient was a highly explanatory variable for species with contrasted ecological requirements (e.g., feeding, reproduction, behaviour). Nevertheless, except for Eurasian minnow and brook lamprey, all these species generally occupy the intermediate or lower parts of streams. Furthermore, very high values of the relative independent contribution of $G$ were found for the most downstream species (white bream, largemouth bass, ruffe, pike perch) indicating that these species are only present in the downstream parts of the largest watershed and do not have other strong ecological requirements. This result is concordant with the findings of Pont et al. (2005) who found that species that responded strongly to drainage basin area were species of the downstream parts of rivers. These authors found that the slope was of great importance to almost all species considered. In our study, the effect of slope was not analyzed as a single factor but was included in the water velocity index. Unlike this previous reference, velocity was found to have a strong effect for only two small benthic fishes (bullhead and stone loach) and two salmonid species (rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon). This is in agreement with the current literature (Zweimüller 1995; Crisp 1996; Mann 1996; Lamouroux et al. 1999; Keith & Allard 2001; Lamouroux & Cattanéo 2006): these four species are known to prefer fast-flowing waters and require strong local hydraulic constraints, especially during the spawning period.

Mean temperature appeared to be the single climatic variable influencing species distribution. This was especially true for species which have pronounced thermal requirements, including some warm-water species such as non-native species (e.g., common and crucian carps, black-bullhead), but also tench or gudgeon, as well as some cold- or cool-water species such as French nase, Atlantic salmon, but also rainbow and brown trouts and their associated species, stone loach and Eurasian minnow. These results are in good agreement with the known thermal requirements of fish species (Crisp 1996; Mann 1996) as the nonindigenous species are the ones that prefer and support the highest temperatures whereas the salmonid species are found particularly in mountain streams where the water temperature can drop down to a few degrees above 0 °C (Heggenes et al. 1993). The geographic range of all these species could consequently be explained by temperature.

Lastly, for some species, the relative independent contributions of all the variables were almost equal (e.g., tench, brown trout, roach) indicating that the distribution of these species could not be explained by one or two single factors but was determined by a combination of all the climatic and physical factors studied (Brazner et al. 2005).

Methodological aspects

A large part of the results we obtained with the two different statistical methods used are concordant with fish species biology. More importantly, these two methods were highly complementary (Heikkinen et al. 2005; Luoto et al. 2006). Hierarchical partitioning solves the problem of multicolinearity between the predictors as it calculates each effect independently of the others. A major shortcoming of this approach is that non-monotonous functions cannot be taken into account whereas nonlinear responses of fish to environmental factors are quite common (Lamouroux et al. 1999; Oberdorff et al. 2001; Pont et al. 2005). No information on the type of response is thus given. This may lead to spurious conclusions as a predictor can have a low independent contribution if considered as linear, and yet be of major importance when taken as a non-linear predictor. For instance, bullhead and stone loach had a bell-shaped response to the longitudinal gradient (Fig. 2) and we found that $G$ had a low independent contribution (9.75 and 9.8%, respectively). This is not surprising as $G$ was considered as a linear predictor in hierarchical partitioning for both species, whereas it was expressed in a quadratic and smoothed form in respective GAMs. While Mac Nally (2002) suggested selecting the most significant variables through a randomisation process, this method did not help us to select any of the variables for any of the species (except Atlantic salmon). Hence the influence of each factor could only be discussed on the basis of the independent contribution values. No predictive model can be generated by using only hierarchical partitioning. Generalised additive models and the associated selection procedure are a reasonably good alternative to solving this dual-problem. These models allow more flexibility in modelling species responses and it has already been shown that modelling techniques able to summarise non-linear and complex relationships have greater efficiency than linear approaches (Brosse & Lek 2000; Bio et al. 2002; Olden & Jackson 2002; Segurado & Araujo 2004; Araujo et al. 2005). The inclusion of smoothed predictors or second-order forms of a variable in GAMs allowed us to describe bell-shaped or sigmoidal responses that are relatively coherent with the known responses of the species. Furthermore, in our results more than 86% of the selected variables were expressed in a non-linear form, confirming the advantage of the use of generalised additive models instead of linear regression settings.

Both of our statistical approaches are also concordant in that, when an environmental factor was
dropped from the model during the selection procedure, its independent contribution calculated by hierarchical partitioning was very low (in almost all cases), although the opposite was not always true. Indeed, the GAM selection procedure did not lead us to greatly reduce the number of variables for each species model. Therefore GAMs can be used to describe the species response to the most explanatory abiotic factors, whereas hierarchical partitioning confirms whether the predictors selected in GAMs are amongst the most likely causal variables (Epps et al. 2004; Gibson et al. 2004) and quantify the effects of the predictors when responses are linear.

To date, AUC is one of the most used performance measures in ecology (e.g., Manel et al. 1999, 2001; Guisan & Zimmermann 2000; Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Luck 2002; Gibson et al. 2004; Araújo et al. 2005; Luoto et al. 2006). Being an independent threshold measure of quality, it appears to be the strictest performance measure (Fielding & Bell 1997). Eel had the highest AUC value and was also the species for which the percentage of explained deviance was the greatest. In contrast, rainbow trout had both the lowest explained deviance and Kappa index, and its AUC value was one of the poorest. One explanation can be given to understand this result. Some species did not occur often in the Adour–Garonne watershed even though it was chosen to retain only the species occurring in more than 5% of the sampled sites. Rainbow trout was one of these comparatively rare species, which may explain why its model obtained such poor performance measures, given the high degree of correlation between prevalence and Kappa index scores. Furthermore rainbow trout is not an isolated case as the 15 species which had a poor Kappa index (below 0.4) also had the lowest occurrences (<0.256). This problem of sensitivity to prevalence has already been discussed by several authors (Manel et al. 2001; Liu et al. 2005; Virkkala et al. 2005) who obtained discordant results. Some of them obtained low Kappa values for species with both the lowest and highest prevalence (Virkkala et al. 2005) showing that low Kappa indexes occur when the size of one class clearly exceeds the other (Fielding & Bell 1997). However, this complete pattern was not found in our work. It was also noticed in our study that for most of the species with a low Kappa index, the response curve was very flat and it was difficult to classify these species as upstream, intermediate or downstream species. Therefore, to ensure that our results are independent of species prevalence, we could only focus on the AUC values. We think that our AUC values are strong enough as we calculated them with a separate data set that had not previously been used to build our models. Nonetheless, this validation set was spatially autocorrelated with the calibration set as the same sites were used for both data sets (Legendre 1993), differing only in the dates. Our models’ performance measures may consequently be optimistic estimates of their true predictive capability (Araújo et al. 2005). However, even if AUC values are slightly overestimated, 20 species had AUC values >0.8 indicating that 71% of our specific models showed good to excellent model performance. Another slight concern in our methodological approach is the pseudoreplication issue that occurred because we used several catch data collected at different years for each site in the calibration set. Thus the repetition of each site could lead to underestimation of standard errors and consequently, to an increase of the chance of detecting statistically significant results by inflated Type I error rate (Hurlbert 1984; Millar & Anderson 2004). Species-models could therefore be slightly different leading to different predictions as well as explanatory and predictive performances.

To conclude, our results revealed that the spatial distribution of stream fish species could be modelled in a simple manner, and that modelling stream fish distribution using both temperature and physical habitat descriptors could enhance our understanding of fish assemblage structure.

In the current context of global change, this approach reveals interesting perspectives with regards to aquatic ecosystems management. Conservation biologists and environmental managers are indeed very interested in these kinds of models as they appear to be a simple and useful tool to not only explain current species distribution, but also to predict what could happen under global change scenarios (Guisan & Thuiller 2005). As it has been discussed in this study, stream fish could be highly vulnerable to broad-scale environmental change because they are fairly responsive to temperature and only show restricted dispersal ability because of the drainage network structure (Tonn 1990; Sinokrot et al. 1995; Eaton & Sheller 1996). Therefore, isolating the effects of climate from habitat is one of the main challenging issues to accurately predict the impacts of climate change on fish species distribution in streams. To date, different scenarios of climate change are available (Gibelin & Déqué 2003) and could be applied to the specific models developed in this study. Nevertheless, to be applied in the context of climate change, climate cannot be restricted to temperature and other climatic variables for which climate scenarios are available (e.g., precipitation, hydrological cycle) should be included in our fish species distribution models. Thus, testing the effects of these climatic scenarios would allow us to forecast the future range distribution of these common French fish species and also to predict potential modifications of fish assemblages that could have serious consequences for aquatic ecosystems functioning.
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